PRE-STORYTIME ACTIVITY

We’re going on a bug hunt!

There are 3 bugs hidden around the room.

Can you find them?
We’ll wave hello together,
We’ll wave hello together,
We’ll wave hello together,
Because it’s fun to do.

We’ll give a hug together,
We’ll give a hug together,
We’ll give a hug together,
Because it’s kind to do.

We’ll high five together,
We’ll high five together,
We’ll high five together,
Because it’s fun to do.
Spider Crawl

The spider’s crawling on my leg,
Where will they go?
There is no use in asking me-
Only the spider knows!

Now the spider’s on my ________
Where will they go?
There is no use in asking me –
Only the spider knows!

(jump the spider to a different body part)

(identify body part)

(repeat, jumping spider to other part)
Dragonfly, dragonfly, flutter around.  (flap wings)

Dragonfly, dragonfly, land on the ground.  (crouch down low)

Dragonfly, dragonfly, fly up high.  (stand on tiptoe)

Dragonfly, dragonfly, touch the sky.  (reach arms up high)

Dragonfly, dragonfly, fly down low.  (crouch and flap arms)

Dragonfly, dragonfly, land on my toe.  (point to toe).

Dragonfly, dragonfly, there is a fading light,  (move hands in front of face).

Dragonfly, dragonfly, time to say goodnight.  (wave)
Bumblebee, bumblebee, landing on my nose.
Bumblebee, bumblebee, now she’s on my toes.
On my arms, on my legs, on my elbows.
Bumblebee, bumblebee she lands and then she goes.
Here is the beehive

But where are the bees?

Hiding inside where nobody sees

Watch as the bees come out of their hive

1...2...3...4...5!

Buzzzzz!
Flutter, Flutter Butterfly

To the tune of: Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star

Flutter, flutter butterfly,
Floating in the summer sky.

Floating by for all to see,
Floating by so merrily.

Flutter, flutter butterfly,
Floating in the summer sky.